A TRANSFORM DATA SUCCESS STORY

Armstrong Watson selects Qontent Reconcile to optimise its search in
Microsoft 365

Armstrong Watson is a leading top 50 full practice accountancy firm in the United Kingdom.
Armstrong Watson employs 440 people across 16 offices from the M62 to Glasgow and on
both sides of the Pennines. They provide services spanning accountancy, cloud accounting,
audit, tax, payroll, corporate finance, financial planning, forensic accounting, corporate
restructuring and insolvency.

Microsoft 365 Strategy
In 2021, Armstrong Watson has chosen
to switch from a legacy on-prem DMS to
the Microsoft 365-based Intapp OnePlace
Collaboration & Content. This includes powerful
capabilities for managing Teams, e-mails and
documents, as well as third-party collaboration
and integrates deeply into the familiar
Microsoft applications.
Modern Authentication Compatibility
On top of the previous DMS, Armstrong
Watson used different software to ensure
PDF documents where automatically checked
for missing text layers and optimized (OCR)
when needed. This solution however did not
support the modern authentication mechanism
Microsoft 365 uses as default these days, and
was therefore replaced with Transform Data’s
Qontent Reconcile solution.

“We understand that reliable search is a critical
requirement for their users to reach maximum
productivity. Apart from productivity we heavily
rely on search results for various checks and we
need to ensure the results are trustworthy”
Toby Woodhead, Head of Technology at
Armstrong Watson

Bulk Processing / Active Monitoring
While Qontent Reconcile provides functionality
to crawl and optimize large datasets (backlog)
this was not used as all documents from
the legacy DMS where migrated and already
contained a proper OCR text layer. For that
reason, Qontent Reconcile was configured
to actively monitor the DMS for changes and
optimize newly added PDF documents in the
entire Microsoft 365 tenant which includes
both SharePoint and Teams.

www.transformdata.eu

Combination with Qwickr
During the initial project in 2021, when
Armstrong Watson implemented the Intapp
Collaboration & Content solution, Transform
Data’s Qwickr search tool had been deployed
to all users. Qwickr is the most effective search
tool that allows users to search documents and
e-mails within Microsoft 365, SharePoint and
OneDrive for Business.

“The combination of Qwickr and Qontent
Reconcile ensures we have a intuitive search
application for users while we ensure the
search results are reliable and accurate”
Toby Woodhead, Head of Technology at
Armstrong Watson

Qontent Reconcile
automatically updates PDF
documents in your content
repositories and assures all PDF
documents are updated with a
proper OCR text layer.

Qwickr is the most effective
search tool that allows users to
search documents and e-mails
within Microsoft 365, SharePoint
and OneDrive for Business.

www.armstrongwatson.co.uk

